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Earl ofGainſborough,

Viſcount Campden, Ba

ron Noel of Ridling

tom, and Baron Hickr

of Ilmington, &c.

§

My LoRD,

§§Think myſelfex

ãºllº tremely happy

in having the Honourp A 2 of
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of being firſt in an

Addreſs to your Lord

ſhip, at a time when

Duty requiresmyCon

gratulation upon your

Lordſhip's Arrival at

that Age, which ad

mits you to all the Pri

vileges of your high

Birth andPeerage, and

places you in Publick

Life.

Your Lordſhip is

well known to have

- em
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r-º-

employ'd the time of

your Minority in a

CommendableApplica

tion to all the Parts of
politeanduſefulLearn

ing, and to have high

ly improv'd thoſe En

dowments with which

Nature herſelf had

happily enrich'd you :

And as theſe pave the

way to your future

Grandeur,byenabling

you to ſhine in the

Court and Senate of

A 3 Eng
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England; ſo that Good

neſs of Nature, and ex

cellent Diſpoſition of

Mind, which you in

herit from your noble

Anceſtors, will give

an Additional Luſtre

to your other ACCom

pliſhments, and finiſh

the true Patriot.

with regard to the

ſmall Treatiſe I here

humbly offer to your

Lordſhip, I have the

- Vanity
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Vanity to hope it may

afford ſome Amuſe
menttoaleiſureHour,

as the Subječts of it are

of a curious Nature,

andſuch as fall in with

your Lordſhip's diſtin

guiſh'd Genius forMu

ſick. If it hasthe good

fortune to meet with

yourLordſhip's favou

rable Acceptance and

Approbation, and con

tribute to the Preſer

vation of that Life, in

A 4 which

|
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-

which your Country

has ſo great an Intereſt,

it will abundantly ga.

tify the honeſt Ambi

i.

tion of

-

. . .

Tour Lordſhip's moſt obedient,

And moſt TevotedServant,

RICHARD BROWNE.



Rºjºſº pulſa
EM!º

vour'd to concealmy Name; not

ºnly upon account of the hum

ble Opinion I had of the Work

itſelf, but alſo left my Age and

Station in Life, (it being wrote

in the time of my Apprentice

ſhip) might be a Bar to its Ac

- ceptance

the following Eſſay,

I induſtriouſly endea.
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**

are apt to deſpiſe and under

value every thing that wants

ceptance with ſuch Readers, as

the Advantage of ſome conſ.

derable Name to recommend it.

But as the Secret, notwith

ſtanding myl)eſire to the contra

ry, has been divulga, and Jhave

been deſir'd by ſome particular

Friends (whoſe judgment and

Sincerity I might rely upon) to

reprint and acknowledge my

ſelf the Author; with their Ap

probation and Encouragement,

I ventur'd upon this ſecond

Impreſſion; and under their

Authority

.

~
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Authority hope to skreen my

ſelf from the Cenſures that may

be paſs'd upon me for it.

I have added to this Edi

tion a Diſcourſe on the Spleen,

and Vapours; not only as it is

a Diſeaſe hitherto not clearly

accounted for, but alſo as I have

ſo particularly recommended

Singing, Muſck and Dancing,

in the Cure of it. I am very

ſenſible that a ſurprizing Di

verſity of Symptoms renders

the Knowledge of this Diſtem

per vaſtly difficult to be at

tain'd to; but nevertheleſs, as I

-

have
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have ſuppos'd that Singing, &c.

contribute to the Cure, only as

they help to invigorate the

spirits; I thought it neceſſary,

for the fuller Proof of what I

have there advanc'd, to ended

vour to ſhew, that the Eſſence

of what we ſtrictly call the

spleen and Vapours does noſ,

as is commonly imagin'd, con

fift in an Orgaſm, Ataxy, or

tumultuous Hurry of the Spi

rits; but on the contrary, in

their defective Secretion.

-- What Reception theſe Eſſays

may meet with in the World I

- - know
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know not, nor am I very ſol.

licitous about it ; however, be

that as it will, 1/all not treſ.

Paſs upon my Reader,Patience,

by making an 4pology for the

Performance; but only, with

regard to Men of Learning

and Experience, preſume to

hºpe that I have not treated

theſe ſubječís inſuch a manner,

as to merit their Cenſure or

Contempt. . . . .

Withreſpect to the Fair sex,

I build my greateſ Hopes on

their Favour,ſeeing this Trea

ºiſe is principally intended for

- their
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their Good, whoſe tender and

delicate Conſtitutions render

them moſt liable to the Diſ.

eaſe I have enquired into; and

in the Cure of which the Di

vertiſements here treated of

are of ſuch admirable Service:

And on this account I pretend

ſtrongly to merit the Recom

mendation, and even Applauſes

of their Singing, Dancing, and

Muſick-Maſters, ſince the fol

lowing Pages may tend not a

little to the Promotion of their

Intereſt. - º

But



3ut whatever be my Fate

in any of theſe reſpects, I can

ſt down ſatisfied with the

Goodneſs of my Intention, ha

ving undertaken this Treatiſe

with no other View than the

general Uſe and Service of

Mankind. I ſhall therefore

proceed, and treat of theſe Sub

ječís each in its Order; and

begin with Singing.
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: A MechAN1cAL

S S A. Y.
-- º On the Effects of - - -

Singing, Muſick, &c.

" ; , ; . . .
C H A P. I.

Of S 1 N G 1 N G.

*HAT Singing is an E

§: nemy to melancholy

| Thoughts, and a plea

AE ſing Promoter of Mirth

is what we find by daily Ex

B perience;
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perience; and thisPleaſure ariſes in pro

portion to the Fineneſs and Sprightli

neſs of the Compoſition, the Tunable

neſs of the Voice, and Modulation of

the Ear for Harmony: When all theſe

Perfedions concur, 'tis impoſſible in

nature, but that by Singing the Soul

ſhould be delightfully raviſh'd, and

fill'd with gay and enlivening Ideas.

All the difficulty is to conceive how

any one. can be pleas'd with his own

Singing, when through a naturalDe

ficiency of the Organs, he is not in.

a Capacity of modulating his Voice

into a Tune, with any tolerable De- * *

gree of Exadneſs; one might reaſon- - -

ably imagine that the Sound would

be offenſive to him, were there not

Inſtances cnough to prove the con

trary: It is certain, that if the Voice

in any ſuch Perſon could poſſibly

tye'

*
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be chang'd into a Muſical one, the

Pleaſure would be vaſtly more exqui

ſite; but as it is, the Chearfulneſs

and Alacrity of the Mind do ſuffi

ciently diſcover, a Complacency in

the Aétion. . . . . 2 - *

Now, for the Solution of thisTruth,

Paradoxical as it is, let us ſuppoſe a

Man's Ear to be ſo fitly modulated,

as that by this Inſtrument of Con

veyance the Mind is enabled to form

a nice and clear Idea of a Tune;

let us alſo ſuppoſe this Compoſition

to be ſo exact and harmonious, aS

highly to pleaſe the intelledual Fa

culty: If then at any time he per-,

mits his Thoughts to dwell only up

on this delightful Syſtem of Sounds,

and at the ſame time determines the

Motion of the Organs that are ap

B 2 pro
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propriated for their Modification ; as

they are here ſuppos'd to be uncapa

ble of forming any agreeable Muſick,

we cannot in reaſon imagine that

any Pleaſure can. hence ariſe from

immediate Senſation, but only from

Reflection upon the pleaſing Ideas of

the Tune before form'd and trea

ſur’d up in the Mind.

And thus by ſinging we may

chear and elevate the Soul, though

the Voice be harſh and inharmonious;

whereas if our Ears are not right.

ly modulated for the Perception of

Harmony, be the Voice never ſo

tunable, no Pleaſure can poſſibly

from thence ariſe; ſince by this De

feat we can form no. Idea of Mu

ſick, but are as utter Strangers to it,

- as
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as the deaf Man is to the notion of

Sounds. - - -

. This Pleaſure in Singing admits

very much of Improvement; for by

frequenting the School of Muſick,

we not only tune the Organ of

Hearing, and refine its diſtinguiſhing

Faculty, ſo as to give the Soul a

more nice Perception of Harmony;

but by the Application of Theory,

(as in other Arts and Sciences,) we

become more capable of judging of

the Truth and Exačtneſs of the

Compoſition: By this means we are

enabled to treaſure up in our Minds

more clear and true Ideas of every

myſtical Beauty and Embelliſhment

in the Tunes and by raiſing the

Diſcernment of the Ear into Deli

cacy, every fine tremulous Oſcilla

-- B 3 tion,
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-

tion, which to vulgar Ears would

be imperceptible, and thereby much

of the Harmony be abated, is di

ſtinétly felt and enjoy'd : This Plea

ſure alſo may be improv’d in ſome

meaſure by habituating ourſelves to

fing; for by Exerciſe the Organs will

gain a greater Strength and Agility

in their Aëtion, and thereby be adapt

cd more nicely to modulate the

Voice into a Tune.

Having thus ſhewn how 'Singing

communicates a Pleaſure to the Soul,

I am now to inquire into its Ope

ration upon the Body; but to render.

this more clear and intelligible, I ſhall

take leave to lay down the follow

.ing Propoſitions.

2.

PRO
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PR opositio N I.

There is a Sympathy betwixt the

Soul and Animal Spirits.

‘Demonſºr.] This may be prov’d

by Obſervation; for do we not dai

ly ſee how the Paſſions of the Mind

affečt the Body ? How Fear produces

a Defed of Spirits? and Anger a vi

olent and irregular Motion of them?

while on the contrary Hope, Mirth,

and Joy run betwixt the two contrary

Extremes, and inſpire ſuch pleaſing,

and raviſhing Senſations throughout

the Body, as promote a plentiful, but,

not extravagant Secretion of Spirits,

and conſequently enable the Animal

Machine to perform its various Func

tions to a greater degree of Per

fečtion.
&

B.4 “ And
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And as the Mind affeóts the

Body, ſo does the Body the Mind;

for when a Man is free from Diſ.

eaſes, he poſſeſſes a joyful Serenity

of Mind, but when he labours un

der any ſevere Diſtemper he is ſome

times impatient and furious, ſome

times dejected and melancholy, ac

cording to the different Nature of

the Diſeaſe. In a word, a Defečt

of Spirits is attended with Puſilla

nimity ; too great a Quantity is the

Cauſe of Impatience, Rage, Frenzy

and Madneſs; ſo that through the

irregular Secretions, the Patient is

by turns fearful or couragious; patient

or mad; angry or pleas'd, according

to the various, and confus’d Impreſ

ſons thereby made upon his Mind.
* -- ". . . . . - … --

-: * > . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~ -

PRO

* w

º, *... .
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... P RoP osITION II.

The Motion of the Heart, and con

ſequently the Circulation of the

Blood, depend upon an Influx of

Spirits; and the greater the In

flux is, the ſtronger in proportion

will the Pulſe be, & & contra. .

Temonſtr.] This is evident enough;

for if the Nerves of the eighth Pair

be tied or cut aſunder in the Neck,

the Motion of the Heart grows

languid, and the Animal in a ſhort

time expires. . .

P R O P O S IT I O N III.

, ‘Digeſtion is perform'd chiefly by the

Frićtion of the Stomach, as that

is by the Influx of the Spirits in
, ºr - -

f()

"t
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to its Muſtular Fiºres ; the reci.

procal Preſſure of the ‘Diaphragm,

and Abdominal Muſcles, do alſº

aſſ; in the ſame Operation.

The Proof of this is not dif

ficult; but as it would be too tedious

for the deſign'd Brevity of this Trca

tiſe, I muſt refer the Reader to Dr.

Pitcairn's Opuſcula.

P R o Po S IT ION IV.

The Blood paſſing through the Lungs

is comminuted by the Preſſure of

the Air. - -

‘Demonſºr. In Inſpiration theVe

ſcles of the Lungs are inflated, and

the Blood has a free Paſſage through

the Pulmonary Artery; in Exſpira

tion the Air included in the Veſicles
- is

|

f.
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is expell'd towards the Paſſage of the

Trachea; but as the Air is an Elaſ.

tick Body, it cannot be expell'd with

out preſſing upon all the adjoining

Parts, and by this Compreſſion the

Blood is not only broken and com

minuted, and rendered more fluid

for Circulation, but is alſo driven

forcibly to the left Auricle of the

Heart.

PR opos ITI on v.

When the Mercury falls in the Ba

rometer, the Circulation of the

Blood is, catteris paribus, ſlower ;

& & contra.

‘Demonſºr.] That the Motion of

the Blood is intended or remitted ac

cording as the Mercury riſes or falls,

any one's Obſervation may prove ;

and
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w fluid and fit for Motion. . . . . ~~

and this can only depend upon the

different Gravity of the Air, where.

by the Blood becomes more or leſs

-

- Scholi The - Preſſure of the Air

may poſſibly be ſo great, as to hin

der the Circulation of the Blood, as

it is when compreſs'd by an Engine

for that purpoſe; but as that is not

natural, and as the free and open At

moſphere in this our temperate Clime,
- . . . . . . . . . - * } \ or

has never been known to be offenſive

by its greater Gravity, but that the

heavier it is, the healthfuller the

Weather is obſerved to be, the Pro

poſition will hold good. .

PR opositio N VI.

In Singing, the ‘Preſſure of the Air

upon the Lungs is greater than in

common Exſpiration.

- - ‘Demonſtr.]
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Temonſºr.] In Singing we plain

ly diſcover that the Air is expell’d

from the whole Capacity of the

Lungs, with greater force than in

common Exſpiration; but the Air be

ing an elaſtick Body, as I before ſaid,

cannot be expell'd without preſſing

upon the Parts adjoining, and as the

Force of Expulſion is greater or leſs, -

ſo likewiſe is the Preſſure of the Air.

And this may be ſtill encreas'd by ſtrai

tening the Paſſage ofthe Glottis, (as it is |

when we form an acute Sound) for by

this means the Air cannot eſcape ſo

freely, and thereby its readion upon

the Lungs muſt be greater. That

the Preſſure of the Air by this A&tion

is greater than in common Exſpira

tion, we may thus alſo prove ; ſince

by Singing we find an encreaſe of the

- ... 2 -

Pulſe,
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Pulſe, and ſince by Propoſition V. the . . .

Pulſe, . caeteris paribus, riſes in pro

portion to the Gravity of the Air. .
$

. --
-

-

By the Help of theſe Propoſitions

I ſhall, endavour to demonſtrate by .

what Mechaniſm human Bodies cm

joy the pleaſing Effeds of Singing;

and at the ſame time ſhew in what

Caſes it may be prejudicial.

We may obſerve that Singing,

Mirth, and Joy are Concomitants:

thus when our Minds are fill'd with

chearful and enlivening Ideas, we na

turally diſcover our Gayety of Tem

per by Singing with the Voice of

Gladneſs. On the contrary, when

we are ſad, and by ſympathy our

Spirits are drooping, nothing can be

hcard but Sounds modulated into a

dull
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dull melancholy Tone. To remedy

this Diſeaſe of the Mind, Singing

ſeems to be particularly adapted, for

by this A&tion we may poſſibly

ſtrike the Ear ſo agreeably as to give

a Pleaſure to the Soul, and at the

ſame time we aſſemble the Ideas of

the Tune, and refleå upon its Beau

ty and Harmony: By this means thoſe

dark gloomy Ideas, to which our

Thoughts had been too long atten

tive, will be chac'd away, and a joy

ful Serenityof Mind enſue: The Spi

rits alſo, that were before drooping,

by Sympathy per Trop. I. will be

aćtuated and enlivened, and the So

lids brac'd up to their proper Stan

dard; and in ſhort, the Body that
-

before was like a lifeleſs Log, or a

Piece of inanimated Clay, will now

be render'd brisk and aaive, and

* -- * - -- - -
Sen-

- -
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\ .

Senſation and Motion acquire their

utmoſt Perfeótion. * ~ * * *

Thus we may ſee what a vaſt In

fluence Singing has over the Mind

of Man, and with Pleaſure refleå

on its joyful Conſequences, and at

the ſame time be amaz'd that it ſhould

be a Diverſion or Exerciſe ſo little

practis'd, ſince the Advantages that

may be reap'd from it are ſo very

numerous. Whether the Diſuſe of

of it proceeds from the Ignorance of

its Effects or not, I can't determine;

but this I'm certain of, that it's dif

ficult to perſuade any one to fing

that is of a melancholy Diſpoſition,

becauſe in ſuch a Caſe the Mind is

chain'd down to a particular way of

thinking, and does not affect a Suc

ceſſion of Ideas, eſpecially of ſuch as

2 are

|

.

:
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t are gay and enlivening. Others

with leſs reaſon being conſcious of

their not having a muſical Voice,

wholly forbear ſuch an uſeful Di

verſion, becauſe they know that

their Singing will be unacceptable

to others; as if their own Health

was not to be preferr'd to the Plea

-ſure of another. But, not farther

...to expoſe ſuch baſhful Folly, let us

paſs on to ſhew what Alterations

Singing may produce in the Ani

mal Machine; and firſt, how it ačts

on Perſons in Health, and how

it may tend to that valuable Bleſ.

-

ſing.
- - ..?

If Singing, as I have before abun

"dantly prov'd, has ſuch an Influence

-

over the Mind of Man, as to raiſe

it to a degree of Mirth and Joyful

. . . C neſs ;
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neſs; and if (as by Tem. Prop.I.)

there is then a plentiful and regular

Secretion of Spirits, and if (as by

‘Prop. II.) the Motion of the Heart,

and conſequently the Circulation of

the Blood depends upon the Influx of

Spirits, Singing then muſt certainly

be the Cauſe of a full and ſtrong Con

tračtion of the Heart; whereby we

may ſuppoſe that the Blood will be

thrown out with a force ſufficient

to conquer all the Reſiſtances it may

meet with in its Paſſage through the

Body, and be ſo comminuted and di

vided as not eaſily to run into Co

heſions, and be obſtrućted in the Capil

laries: The Motion and Fluidity of

the Blood are ſtill farther encreas'd

by Singing, for by ‘Prop. VI, the

Preſſure of the Air is then greater

than in common Exſpiration; and by

Trap.
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[]

lar

by

Of

Of

Żrop. IV, the Blood is comminuted

in the Lungs by the Preſſure of the

Air, and by ?rop. V. the greater the

Preſſure of the Air is, the ſtronger

and quicker will its Circulation be;

and therefore Singing can't but won

derfully conduce to the Preſervation

of our Healths, as it thus promotes

a free Circulation.

º To a Plential secretion of Spi

its alſo do the Fibres of the Body

owe their Springineſs and Elaſticity,

and the Neceſſity of their being ſo,

may be learn'd from the ill Conſe

‘luences of their contrary State, for

by their Relaxation the Blood in ge.

neral will be deprivaof the Attrition

and Elaſtick Impulſe of the Solids,

and by that means be impeded in

its Circle, and run into Coheſions,

C 2 and
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... : ºthu . . . us Di -ºr . . . . . .

and thus various Diſeaſes may be
form'd. -- - - - i - -* - -

‘. . . . . . . . . .

The Learned Boerhaave has plain.

‘ty ſhewn that the Solids of our Bo.

dy are daily nouriſh'd and repaired

by the Animal Spirits; therefore is

Singing tends to promote their Se

cretion, and invigorate their Motion,

it may in ſome meaſure be ſaid to

be ſerviceable in the Performance of

ſo important an operation as that of

Nutrition. Furthermore, fince (by

Prop. III.) Digeſtion is perform'd

chiefly by the Friðion of the Sto

mach, and fince that is owing to the
- - a . * ~ * -

influx of the spirits, singing muſt

mightily conduce to the Diſſolution

of the Aliments, and Prevention of

Crudities and Indigeſtions, the ill

Conſequences of which are too well

--- * > * known
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.
known to want Demonſtration: The

Diaphragm alſo and abdominal Muſ:

cles, by this Exerciſe compreſſing

the Stomach with more force than

ordinary, give more Aſſiſtance to the

Stomach in comminuting the Food

into Chyle, and rendring it fit for

its Tranſlation into the Blood.

Singing, when not rightly us'd, is

often prejudicial to the Lungs, and

brings on fatal Diſeaſes; I ſhall there

fore, in order to guard againſt its bad

Effečts, endeavour to ſhew the dif.

ferent Degrees of the Preſſure of the

Air occaſioned by our differently

raiſing and modulating the Voice,

and by this means any Man may

judge how to adapt the Preſſure of

the Air to the Strength and Elaſtici

ty of his Lungs.
-

C 3 The-

-

º

|
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The Voice then is depreſs'd or

rais'd according to the different Force

with which we expel the Air from

the Bronchia ; and the greater that

Force is, the louder is the Voice.

The Gravity and Acuteneſs of the

Sound depend upon a ſwift or ſlow

Repercuſſion of the undulating Air,

according as the Capacity of the

Glottis is contračted or enlarg’d ; for

as the Cartilaginous Sides, which

form the Chink, can open or ſhut

it by innumerable ways, asthe Muſcles

plac'd here ačt variouſly, ſo different

ſorts of Sounds are emitted ; and

thus by ſtraitening the Paſſage of the

Glottis, we encreaſe the Celerity of

expelling the Air, and form an acute

Sound : on the contrary, upon a great

er opening of the Chink and ſlower

Ex
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Expulſion and Undulation of the Air

does the Gravity of the Voice de

pend.

Now from ‘Dem. Prop.VI.it plain

ly appears that the Preſſure of the Air

encreaſes in proportion to the Force

with which the Air is expell'd from

the Lungs, and the ſtraitneſs of the

Paſſage of the Glottis, & e contra;

and therefore as the Degrees of Preſ

ſure may be thus vary'd, we ought to

ſing high or low, gravely or acutely,

&c. according to the ſuppos'd Strength

and Stability of our Lungs.

It would certainly be very im

proper for any Perſon whoſe Lungs

are Weak, to ſing loudly or acutely,

for by that he would run the hazard

of a Diſruption of the Bronchia, the

C 4 Con
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Conſequence of which might be fa.

tal: whereas if any ſuch Perſon

was to ſing in a moderate way, he

would not only ſtrengthen and con

firm the Tone of the Fibres by ſuch

agreeable. Exerciſe, but would alſo

by the Application of Motion pre

vent Coheſions and Obſtructions in

the Capillary Veſſels.

We plainly find, that by frequent

ly uſing any particular Motion of any

Part of our Body, that that Part by mo

derate Exerciſe gains Strength and A

gility in its A&tion; with the ſame Rea

ſon then we may ſuppoſe the Lungs to

be in the ſame manner affetted. And

thus we ſee that the bad Effeds of

Singing proceed only from its irregu

lar Uſes ſo that we have reaſon to

believe that, if it be but rationally

. . . * * * apply'd,
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apply'd, no other Exerciſe whatever,

can more contribute to the Preſerva

tion of our Health, . . . . . .

Iſhall now proceed to ſhew in what

Diſeaſes this Diverſion may be ad

yantageous, and in what prejudicial.

i.

In all Diſorders in general where

the Motion of the Solids and Fluids

are rais'd above their natural Stan

dard, Singing is not indicated, be

cauſe it promotes the Secretion of

Spirits, which are already too exu

berant; braces the Fibres, which are

already too tenſe; and encreaſes the

Velocity of the Blood's Motion,

which already circulates with too ra

pid a Stream. But more particular

ly will it be injurious in Pleuriſys,

Peripneumonys, and other inflamma

- - - - tory
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tory Diſorders of the Lungs becauſe

of the immediate A&tion upon that

Organ : But nevertheleſs in a Perio

dical Aſthma, if we exerciſe our Lungs

by Singing in the Intervals, 'tis pro

bable, from the Reaſons aforemen

tioned, that it may prevent a Return,

or at leaſt very much alleviate the

Paroxyſm.

I ſhall now conſider the Uſe of

Singing in thoſe Diſeaſes, where the

Solids and the Fluids are depreſs'd

beneath their natural Standard : And

under this Diviſion a Pthiſis, more e

minently appears to be a Diſeaſe in

which this Exerciſe will be highly

improper; for the Texture of the

Bronchia being lax, and the Lungs

ulcerated, if the Preſſure of the Air

be encreas'd beyond What is natu

ral,
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ral, 'tis probable that the ſad Cata.

ſtrophe of Blood-ſpitting may be the

Conſequence. In moſt other Pulmo

nary Diſorders will it alſo be inconve

nient: But in an Aſthma, where We

ſuppoſe the Bronchia to be obſtrućted

with thick mucilaginousſuices, ariſing

from Indigeſtions, Cachexies, or aviſ

cid Texture of the Blood, there Sing

ing will be of ſervice, as it may

help to attenuate the Coheſions, and

render them fit for Expulſion, and

by comminuting and propelling the

Fluids, and cauſing a frcer Circula

tion in that Part, ſuch a freſh con

ſtant Supply of Viſciditics will be

prevented.

When the Tone of the Stomach

is relax'd, and we thereby find a re

miſſion of the Appetite and Di

geſtion,
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geſtion, Singing will very much con:

tribute to the Cure, as it cauſes a

plentiful Influx of Spirits, and by

them reſtores the Spring and elaſtick

Force of the muſcular Fibres, and

encreaſes the Aétion of the Dia

phragm and Abdominal Muſcles.

In Nervous Diſorders, ſuch as the

Hypochondriack, Hyſterick, and Mc

lancholick Affcaions, Singing will

be much conducive to the Cure:

For as in theſe Diſeaſes the Mind is

fill'd with gloomy dejećting Ideas,

and the Body labours under a Defi

ciency of Spirits, and as by Singing

we may poſſibly ſtrike the Ear ſo

pleaſingly as to affea the Mind, and

divert our anxious Thoughts, by the

Succeſſion of the brisk and lively Ideas

ofthe Tune; we may certainly by this
- InleaſlS
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means chear and elevate the Soul, and

of the Spirits."
ºi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

* *

by Sympathy invigorate the Motion

in allother Chronical Diſeaſes, ſuch
as a Cachexy, Jaundice, &c. Sing

ing, though it cannot mºº
pended upon, may nevertheleſs in

ſome meaſure contribute to the Cure.
‘ās it promotes Digeſtion, and a free

'circuition, sihº's beforeproved. .

* I ſhall now only add, that I am

far from recommending Singing as

the grand and only Preſervative a

gainſt Diſeaſes; for that would be too

‘plain an Abſurdity, ſeeing five of the

Non-naturals may produce Diſorders

“towards the prevention of which, Sing:

*ing cannot very much conduce: I

‘have only endeavour'd to demon- |
tº . . . . . º ſtrate, | *

-
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ſtrate how it may forward Digeſtion,

the Circulation of the Blood, and

Secretion of the Spirits, and by that

means enable the Body to ſupport it

ſelf in the Execution of its various

Funètions. Nor would I be thought

to aſſert, that it is alone a ſufficient

Remedy for thoſe Diſeaſes I have ſo

much commended it in ; on the con

, trary, I think it entirely neceſſary to

have recourſe to Medicines, proper

in ſuch Caſes, the good Effects of

which, Singing may promote, as it is

an Exerciſe ſo agreeable. and enter

taining. . . . . . . . . . . . . . "

Let it be here alſo underſtood,

that though the common and . ordi

nary Effects of Singing, are, as I have

... before ſhewn ; yet nevertheleſs the

Singing of ſome certain melancholy

2. languiſhing
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languiſhing Tunes, as an Exception

to the general Rule, does, inſtead of

elevating the Spirits, rather tend to

their Depreſſion; and therefore in

order to enjoy the pleaſing and pro

fitable Effects that I have propoſed

in Singing, we are to make choice of

ſuch Tunes, as having Life and Vi

gour in their Compoſition, are adapt-.

ed to chear and elevate the Soul, and

invigorate the Motion of the Spi

rits.

*

C H A P. II.

Of M us 1 c k.

USICK we find has ſo tran

ſcendent a Power over us,

:as to raiſe or depreſs the Paſſions of

the
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the Mind, rouze or calm the Motion

. of the Spirits, according as the

Sounds differently modulated, diffe

rently touch the Auditory Nerves:

But in order to ſhew this more clear

ly, it will be neceſſary firſt to con

fider the Nature of Sounds, and their
Manner of Conveyance.

Sounds then may be ſuppos'd to a

riſe from ſmall Vibrations, or tremu

lous Motions of the Air, and to be

propagated in Undulations; and theſe

being colleaed by the external Ear,

are from thence carry'd through the

auditory. Paſſage to the Drum, on

which beating, the four little Bones

that are in the Barrel are thereby

mov’d, and they move the internal

Air; which, according to its Degree

of Motion, makes an Impreſſion up

- . Oſl

A

*
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on the Auditory Nerves in the Laby.

rinth and Cochlea ; ſo that accord

ing to the various Refračtions of the

external Air, the internal Air makes

various Impreſſions upon the Audi

tory Nerve, the immediate Organ of

Hearing; and theſe different Impreſ:

ſions repreſent to the Mind different

ſorts of Sound.
-

Now, Muſick is only a Compo

ſition of Sounds, founded upon a

Concordance of Tones ; and the

more cKaćt and true the Proportion

of Notes is, the more harmonious

is the Tune, more grateful to the

Ear, and more pleaſing to the Mind.

And as Muſick thus: depends upon

a nice Combination of Sounds, ſo,

in order to give the Mind a clear

Perception, does it require a more

D exquiſite
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exquiſite Configuration of the Ear,

than is neceſſary for the Conveyance

of ſimple Sounds. For there are

thoſe who hear as clearly and diſtinétly

as others, but are nevertheleſs, thro'

the want of a fine diſplaying of the

Auditory Nerves, inſenſible of the

Charms of Muſick ; and can form

in their Mind no Idea of Harmony,

but are as utter Strangers to it, as

he that is born blind is to the No

tion of Colours.

By what Variation of Notes and

Time in playing, Tunes may be in

definitely vary’d, I leave to the Con

ſideration of thoſe who make it their

Buſineſs to ſearch into the Depths of

this coeleſtial Science: It will be e

nough for me, if from this Variation

- - - - - - I

-
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I can diſcover, whence it is that by

Muſick we are differently affected. \

The Pleaſure that we feel from the

hearing ofa well-play'd Conſort does,

I ſuppoſe, immediately ariſe from the

agreeable Percuſſion of the vibrating

Air upon the Auditory Nerves; and

as the muſical Inſtrument is different

ly touch'd, ſo different Sorts of Sounds

are emitted, which according to the

Degrees of the Oſcillatory Motion of

the Air produce differently pleaſing

Senſations in the Mind, and thereby

variouſly influence the Motion of the

Spirits.

Now it is evident, that if the Strings

of a Fiddle be ſtruck ſwiftly and bold

ly, the Vibrations of the Air muſt

of neceſſity be ſwift, ſhort, and bold,

D 2 whereby* *
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whereby the Nerves will be briskly

agitated, and give a brisk and lively

Pleaſure to the Mind, which by Sym

pathy will invigorate the Motion of

the Spirits, and communicate a cor

reſpondent Senſation through the

whole Machine. -

On the contrary, by the ſoft ſlow

languiſhing Strokes of a Fiddle, the

Nerves will be ſo finely and deli

cately touch'd, and the Senſation be

ſo exquiſitely pleaſing and raviſhing,

as to cauſe the Spirits to flow back

in gentle Undulations. ,

And that this Hypotheſis of the eb.

bing and flowing of the Spirits, accord.

ing as the tremulous Vibrations of the

Air are brisker and quicker, or ſofter

and ſlower, is no vain empty Specula

tion,
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tion, but grounded upon Reaſon, will

evidently appear from Experience.

For in a Tarantiſm, where the

Patients lie as in an Apoplexy, it is

obſerved that however differently

their Ears are modulated for this or

that Inſtrument, this or that Tune,

they all agree in this, to have the

Notes run over with the greateſt Swift

ineſs imaginable, by which the Air

being briskly and ſmartly vibrated,

the Spirits flow with ſuch Vigour and

Aétivity into the Muſcles, as ſtrongly

to incite them to dance.

On the other hand, ſo far is ſoft

flow Muſick from ağtuating and in

vigorating the Body, as that on the

contrary it is found, that if, after

“they are excited to dance by brisk

D 3 Muſick,
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Muſick, a ſoft Adagio be play'd, their

Spirits ceaſe to flow with their for

mer Vigour; whereby the A&tion of

Dancing is immediately ſuſpended,

and the Body would languiſh and

fall down, was it not to be timely

reliev'd by the ſprightly Strokes of

the Allegro.

For the Proof alſo of theſe diffe

rent Effeds, III appeal to any one

who has an Ear for Muſick, and who

has given himſelf the Pleaſure of

hearing the fine Adagio and Allegro

Parts in the Italian Operas, whether

by the raviſhing Softneſs and Me

lody of the firſt he has not found his

Spirits by Exceſs of Pleaſure to flow

back in gentle Undulations; and

whether by the brisk and lively Vi

brations of the laſt, he has not felt

- - freſh
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freſh Life and Vigour flow from the

perſuaſive Sound of ſuch a ſprightly

harmonious Conſort. -

And that this different Operation

of Muſick does depend upon the

different Degrees of the Percuſſion

of the vibrating Air upon the Nerves,

we may ſuppoſe by reaſoning from

Analogy: For we find that by titil

lation a gentle eaſy Languiſhing is dif.

fus’d through the whole Machine;

we find alſo that by volatile Effluvia,

the Olfactory Nerves may be ſo a

greeably ſtimulated, as not only to

incite the Motion of the Spirits thi

ther, but alſo to invigorate the whole

nervous Syſtem ; and therefore why

may We not ſuppoſe the Auditory

Nerves to be affected in the ſame

manner by the Force and Energy of

* D 4. Muſical
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Muſical Sounds Eſpecially as the

Ear, for many Reaſons, ſeems to be

ſo curiouſly form'd, purely for the

Enjoyment of Harmony.

And thus it is evident, that an

Allegro by ſhort, quick, and brisk

Impreſſions upon the Auditory Nerves

communicates to the Mind a lively

pleaſing Senſation, fills the Soul with

gay and chearful Ideas, and ſurpri

ſingly invigorates the Motion of the

Spirits.
-

On the contrary the ſoft languiſh- .

ing Trills, and melodious Strains of

an Adagio touch the Nerves ſo fine

iy, and inſpire ſuch raviſhing Senſa.

tions, as that the Soul by a ſweet

Exceſs of Harmony is ready to diſ.

ſolve in Pleaſures.

I
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I ſhall now conſider how Sounds

differently modulated may tend to

the Prevention of Diſeaſes.

That Exceſſes of our Paſſions, by

diſordering the Spirits, may bring

on Diſeaſes, is what no body can

deny ; and thus we find that Anger,

Rage, Impatience, &c. are attended

by a violent and irregular Motion

of the Spirits ; on the contrary, a

. Defečt of Spirits is the Conſequence

of Fear, Melancholy, Deſpair, &c.

each of which Exceſſes may produce

Diſeaſes peculiar to the Affection of

the Spirits.

For the Prevention therefore of

the firſt, a ſoft Adagio will be moſt

convenient, as by its languiſhing

Strains
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Strains it ſeems to be more parti

cularly adapted to ſoften us into

Temper; on the contrary, when the

Soul is dejećted, nothing can be

more conducive to its Elevation than

a brisk Allegro.

If we ſearch into Hiſtory, We may

be plentifully furniſhed with Inſtances

of the wonderful Power of Muſick

in raiſing and depreſſing the Paſ.

fions ; but moſt of 'em, in my O.

pinion, ſeem to be too far ſtretch'd

to be depended upon : however I.

{hall juſt take notice of two or three. ,

That the Fierceneſs of Achilles's

Nature was allay’d by playing upon

the Harp, and that Timotheus by

Muſick could appeaſe the Fury of

Alexander, and reduce him to Tem

per
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per and Reaſon, is what may be be

liev'd; but that Muſick ſhould raiſe

him to Anger, or that by the ſame

means King Eric ſhould be ſo en

raged as to ſtrike all his Friends that

were about him, is entirely ground

leſs, as the Charms of Muſick are

too pleaſing ever to excite ſuch ex

orbitant Paſſions. A brisk Allegro

will make a Man all Life and Vigour,

and raiſe him to the higheſt degree

of Mirth and Gayety ; but it never

can tranſport him with Rage or

Fury. -

But to return, let it here be con

ſidered, that tho’, to ſooth the Paſ:

fions, it is neceſſary to have recourſe

to an Adagio, yet nevertheleſs, if

play'd alone to Perſons entirely free

from Diſorders, it may, for Reaſons

aforeſaid,
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aforeſaid, ſo enervate the Body, as

in ſome meaſure to tend to the Pro

dućtion of Diſeaſes.
-

But if the Softneſs of this be of.

ten reliev'd by the Chearfulneſs and

Vivacity of the Allegro, we may not

only by ſuch delightful Tranſitions

prevent any bad Effe&ts, but by en

livening the languiſhing Sweetneſs

of the one with the Sprightlineſs of

the other, ſo pleaſingly affect the

Mind, as to cauſe a plentiful and re

gular Secretion of Spirits. And thus

:by an agreeable Contraſt of Muſick

we may not only contribute to the

Preſervation of our Healths, but at

the ſame time indulge ourſelves in

the Enjoyment of one of the greateſt

{Pleaſures on Earth.
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lancholy and Madneſs, that I ſhall
- - - a 11Ot

It will now be neceſſary juſt to

take notice of ſuch Kinds of Muſick

as are a ſort of Compoſition of the

Extremes of bold, ſwift, ſoft, and

ſlow : And of theſe in general it

may juſtly be ſuppos'd, that they all,

more or leſs, by communicating a

lively Pleaſure to the Mind, tend to

promote the Secretion of Spirits, and

by that means, as was ſhewn in Sing

ing, may aſſiſt Digeſtion, the Circu

lation of the Blood, &c. -

I now come to confider the Power

of Muſick in the Cure of Diſeaſes;

and here alſo Hiſtory furniſhes us with

Inſtances of many wonderful Cures;

but they are all ſo extravagant and

inconſiſtent with the Operation of

Muſick, except what is ſaid of Me
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not trouble the Reader with a Re

lation.
-

It is certain that Muſick may very

much , contribute to the Cure of

many Diſeaſes; but I ſhall only re

commend it in ſuch as more imme

diately depend upon the Spirits: For

as by the Energy of Muſick the Spi

rits may be either rouz'd or calm'd

according to the different Modula

tion of the Sounds, its Uſe in ner

vous Diſeaſes does, I think, evidently

enough appear, eſpecially in thoſe

which diſcover a Dependance on the

Mind; ſuch as the Spleen, Vapours,

Melancholy and Madneſs.

The Spleen or Vapours, whether

the remote or original Cauſe be in

the Mind or Body, is a Diſeaſe in

which

l

.

d()
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which both are ſufferers; the Spi

rits are vaſtly deficient, and the Soul

is clouded and overcaſt with gloomy

and dejećting Ideas. In this Diſorder

therefore a ſoft Adagio wou'd be

very improper, as by its melodious

Strains it only tends to ſooth our

Melancholy, and bring a languiſhing

upon the Spirits, that are already

drooping: On the contrary, the Airy

ſprightly Strokes of an Allegro make

ſuch ſmart and quick Impreſſions up

on the Auditory Nerves, and thereby

communicate ſuch brisk and pleaſing

Senſations to the Mind, as to excite

a lively Turn of Mirth andJoy, and

diffuſe a correſpondent Vivacity thro'

the whole nervous Syſtem.

And by this Method we may ſup.

poſe it was that ‘David relieved Saul

-

in

-
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in a Fit of the Spleen ; with which

Diſtemper, in a high degree, it is far

more probable he was troubled, than

with an evil Spirit; and this will e

vidently appear from a joint Conſt

deration of the Circumſtances he la

bour'd under, the Manner of Cure,

and the Ignorance of the Ancients in

accounting for Nervous Diſeaſes.

In the melancholick Affection the

Soul and Spirits are ſtill more de

jećted, and therefore for the ſame

Reaſon it requires the briskeſt Alle

gro imaginable: On the contrary,

in Madncſs, a ſoft languiſhing Ada

gio is only to be admitted, as by its

melodious Strains it is moſt adapted

to ſooth a Mad-Man's Phrenzy, and

charm him into Attention.

2 . A
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A brisk Allegro may undoubted

ly be of prodigious Service in the

Cure of Apoplexies, Lethargies, &c.

ſince in thoſe Diſeaſes the Spirits are

but too plainly deficient, and ſince

this kind of Muſick is ſo eminently

powerful in rouzing and invigorating

their Motion. And that by this means

We may contribute to the Cure of

thoſe Diſeaſes, is not only probable

from the above Reaſon, but alſo

from the Analogy they bear to the

Circumſtances of Perſons bitten by

a Tarantula, that Prodigy of Na

ture, and which Muſick ſo effectually

CUITCS.

there is by Nature implanted in the

Tarantula an occult Antipathy againſt

our animal Spirits, and that by Na

ture Muſick was appointed a Speci

---, E. fick

Some indeed will ſay that
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frequently and ſtrongly contračted for

fick in expelling the Virulency of

the Poiſon. But how much do ſuch

Suppoſitions expoſe their Ignorance?

As if the Poiſon did not mechani

cally ad on the Body; or as if the

Muſick, by producing the mechani

cal Alterations, did not promote the

Expulſion of the Poiſon. However

it is certain, that thoſe who are bit

by this eight-ey'd Spider of Apulia,

(a full Account of which is given us

by Dr. Mead and Baglivi) fall to the

ground as in a Fit of an Apoplexy,

and continue in that Poſture, till,

by the ſprightly Strokes of an Alle

gro Conſort, the Spirits are aduated

and enliven'd ; by which the Patients

again recover their Senſation and

Motion, the elaſtick Force of the Fi

bres is encreas'd, and the Heart more

thc
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daily Experience.

the
Comminution and Attrition of

the Fluids; and that the practernatural

Coheſions which were generated in

the Blood, may be more compleatly

diſſolv'd, they are by a plentiful In

flux of Spirits into the Muſcles in

cited to dance, which always finiſhes

the Cure: But of this in the next .

Chapter.

*****************

C H A P. III.

Of D A N c 1 N G.

Edicina Gymnaſtica has in all

Ages juſtly been of great E

ſteem in the Cure of Chronical Diſ

eaſes, and ſtill continues its Reputa

tion, as its Uſefulneſs is confirm'd by

E 2. ' My
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My Deſign is here to ſhew, that

Dancing, take one Caſe with another,

tho' an Exerciſe ſcarce ever applied

to the Cure of Diſeaſes, is neverthe

leſs not inferior to any whatever,

provided it be us'd with Diſcretion.

And in order to this, as Riding is

generally ſuppos'd in ſuch Caſes to

be the moſt beneficial of all Exer.

ciſes whatever ; I ſhall conſider that,

and the Aćtion of Dancing compara

tively, that thence the good Effeds

of the latter may the more evident

ly appear.

Now if we do but compare the

Exerciſes of Riding and Dancing, we

ſhall find that the Differences of their

Effects conſiſt only in five different

Degrees of Motion and Heat, that are

CO11
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conſequenton their reſpective Aétions;

and therefore in all Caſes We are to

adapt the Exerciſe to the Strength

and Conſtitution of the Patient: And

ſince in Riding there is not ſo great

an Expence of Spirits in the Motion

of the Muſcles, as in Dancing; and

ſince by a leſs Degree of Motion the

Blood is not ſo much heated and

rarefied, we muſt allow it the Pre

ference in whatever Diſeaſes the en

creas'd Celerity of the Blood's Mo

tion is found to be injurious, or

whenever the Patient is brought ſo

low, as that his Strength will not

admit a more violent Exerciſe.

But to particularize in what Diſ.

eaſes each are preferable, let us be

gin with Riding; to which the Pre

ference muſt needs be granted in

E 3 Con

|
-
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Conſumptions, and Hedtick Fevers,

ſince it gently ſuccuſates the Bowels,

and exerciſes the Muſcles of the Ab

domen, as well as Dancing, if not

more, and by that means helps Di

geſtion and Chylification; whereby a

freſh Supply of Crudities and Indi

geſtions in the Blood may be pre

vented, which otherwiſe would be

oppreſſive to the Lungs, and create

a Diſturbance in the Animal OEco

nomy. And then it is free from

that great Motion and Heat, which

Dancing produces, and which would

encreaſe the Hečtick, and make the

~ Diſeaſe almoſt intolerable ; as alſo

from that vaſt Expence of Spirits,

which muſt of neceſſity attend the

Aćtion of Dancing. But as Riding

is preferable in the aforeſaid Diſor

ders, ſo Dancing excels in the Cure

- -
of
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º
of the Spleen and Vapours, and mc

lancholick Affection ; in Agues, and

in a Suppreſſion of the Catamenia.

||

|

In the two firſt of theſe Diſeaſes,

the Spirits are very much deficient,

and the Blood is found to be of a

viſcid Texture ; Dancing therefore

in ſuch a Caſe, muſt be far beyond

Riding, not only becauſe by a more

frequent Attrition of the Muſcles it

more powerfully attenuatesthe Blood,

and thereby tends to promote the Se

cretion of Spirits; but alſo as by the

prevailing Charms of Muſick, &c.

that attend it,(without which Dancing

would be inſipid) the Mind is fill'd

with gay enlivening Ideas, the Spi

rits flow with Vigour and Aétivity

through the whole Machine, and the

depreſs'd Motions of the Solids and

E 4 Fluids
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Fluids are thereby rais'd to a Degree

of Perfeótion.

Dancing, 'tis probable, may very

much conduce to the Cure of Agues,

as it is ſo effectual in comminuting

the Coheſions of the Blood, to the

Obſtrućtion of which in the Capil

lary Veſſels this Diſeaſe is owing, as

the incomparable Bellini has fully

demonſtrated. If any one will be ſo

pleas'd as to dance for Trial, I wou'd

adviſe him, (as it ſeems to be the

moſt rational way of proceeding) to

begin about two Hours before the

Paroxyſm is expected, which perhaps

may prevent it, or at leaſt the cold

Fit will be ſooner over, and the Len

tor be more freely diſſipated through

the Porcs of the Skin,

In
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: In a Suppreſſion of the Catame

nia, when it is caus’d by a Viſcidi

ty and Lentor of the Blood, Dancing,

for Reaſons aforemention'd, can't

but be of very great advantage:

And this more frequently is the Cauſe

than an Inanition or the Reſiſtance

of the Uterine Veſſels; but in theſe

alſo it will be ſerviceable. For as to

the firſt, it muſt needs be granted,

that Exerciſe is good, in aſſiſting Di

geſtion, and rendring the Aliments

more fit for their Mixture with the

Blood, which probably will increaſe

its Quantity and Fluidity. Then as to

the ſecond, if Dancing (as certainly

it does) ſo attenuates and rarefies the .

Blood, as to make it poſſeſs more

Space, the Uterine Veſſels will in

Proportion be more diſtended, and

their Diſruption be the ſooner accom

pliſhed.
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pliſhed. Beſides, fince the Heart at

ſuch times is more ſtrongly and fre

quently contraćted, quicker and ſtrong

cr will the Momentum of the Blood

be againſt the Sides of the Veſſels, and

ſo be more enabled to conquer their

Reſiſtances. It is true, theſe Re

marks are only grounded upon Spe

culation, and not upon Experience;

but ſince they are ſo agreeable to

Reaſon, and confirm'd as it were

by a Demonſtration, there's no body,

I preſume, will be ſo hardy as to de

ºny the Truth of 'em. And here too,

I wou'd have the Reader be inform’d,

that I don’t pretend to ſay, that

Dancing is the ſole Remedy in theſe

Diſeaſes ; on the contrary, I only

propoſe it as a good and proper Ex

crciſe, which, like all others in Chro

nical Diſeaſes, may conduce to the

Cure,

\
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Cure, but not of their own Power

alone effect: it. A ſufficient Proof

of the aforeſaid Effects, is the latter

Part of the Cure of Perſons bitten

by a Tarantula ; who being incitcd

to dance by the ſprightly raviſhing

Sound of Muſick, they by ſuch Mo

tion produce in themſelves ſuch a

Heat, and Rarefaction of the Blood,

by which, and by the ſtrong Attri

tion of the Muſcles and Fibres then

aćtuated, the practernatural Coheſions

are diſſolv'd, and the Blood ſo finely

comminuted and divided, as to ac

quire a Degree of Fluidity ſufficient

for a free Circulation, and Secretion

of Spirits 3 by which, and by the

Muſick's rouzing, and invigorating

the Spirits, the Heart, another Auxili

ary, is more ſtrongly and frequently . -

contraćted by Prop. II. and the Blood

~ by
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by ſuch powerful and reiterated Im

pulſes ſtill more intimately attenuated,

and the Lentor produc’d by the Ma

lignity of the Poiſon render'd more

fit to be carried off by the Cutaneous

Pores.

There are indeed ſome certain

Chronical Diſeaſes where neither of

theſe Exerciſes are to be uſed ; but

in all ſuch Diſorders, as will allow

of Aćtion, Dancing, I believe, will be

found to be equivalent, if not prefera

ble to Riding, provided the Patient's

Strength will but admit of it 3 ſince

it attenuates the Humours more, and

cauſes a freer Circulation, by which

Augmentation of its Fluidity conſe

quent on the greater Motion and

Heat, and more frequent Attrition

of the Muſcles then exercis'd, the

Animal
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Animal Machine will ſecrete its dif.

ferent Humours in a greater Degree

of Perfeótion ; and therefore as Ca

chexies, Jaundice, and ſuch like, are

owing to Viſcidities and undue Se

cretions, Dancing muſt certainly be

better than Riding, in that it attenu

ates the Humours more, and forwards

their reſpective Excretions.

Laſtly, As to promoting Digeſtion . .

and Chylification, Dancing ſeems to

be full as uſeful as Riding ; for tho’

we ſhould grant that the Succuſation

of the Bowels is rather greater in

Riding than in Dancing, and that

the Diaphragm and Abdominal Muſ

cles are ſomewhat more ſtrongly and

frequently compreſs'd upon the Sto

mach; yet I can by no means be in

clin'd to give it the Preference: For

1f
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if we do but conſider that Dancing

does not only forward and aſſiſt Di

geſtion by the Application of Motion,

but that at the ſame time its good

Effects are promoted by the Power

and Energy of Muſick, we may rea

..ſonably imagine that the Differences

are brought to an Equilibrium at leaſt,

if it may not be granted (which upon

comparing their Operations, I think,

may juſtly enough be done) that

Dancing does preponderate.

Having thus curſorily treated of

the Effects of Dancing, it will be ve

ry neceſſary to make ſome Obſerva

tions on the prepoſterous Uſe of ſuch

an agreeable and entertaining Diver

ſion, which, by robbing us of its

good Effects, is generally found to

be the Cauſe of a Diſeaſe, rather

- - than
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than a Prevention. For the way is

now, to begin to dance, about the

time when they ſhould go to reſt,

and give over, when they ſhould riſe;

and by this means they do not only

deprive themſelves of a Night's Rcſt,

by which they ſhould have been re

cruited with a freſh Stock of Spirits

for the ſucceeding Day; but at the

ſame time, by the almoſt continual

Motion of moſt of the Muſcles of

the Body extravagantly ſpend the re

maining Stock: So that the next

Day, through the want of a ſufficient

Quantity of Spirits, the Body is dull

and unaćtive, the Motion of the Heart

and Circulation of the Blood languiſh;

they feel a finking at the upper part

of the Stomach, (where the Plexus

of Nerves is diſplay'd) and a Remiſ.

fion of the Appetite and Digeſtion.

Add
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Add to this, that by too long a Corſ.

tinuance of ſuch an Exerciſe, the

Blood is ſo heated as to throw off an

exceſſive Quantity of Liquids in Per

ſpiration, by which Encreaſe of E

vacuation the Spirits are exhauſted,

and a Diminution of muſcular Mo

tion enſues, as Experience ſhews us:

For in Winter, when the Perſpiration

is leſs, the contraćtile Force of the

Fibres is much greater than in Sum

mer, when the Perſpiration is more,

and our Strength is then greater, cat

teris paribus, than in Summer. And

this ſeems to be the only Reaſon

why our Appetite and Digeſtion are

thens alſo better, ſince by ‘Prop. III.

Digeſtion is perform'd chiefly by ſuch

Motion: From whence this Corol

lary may be drawn, viz. that it is

better to dance in Winter than in .

Summer. And
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And thus from the Premiſes we

we may learn what a Diſorder their

regular Uſe of Dancing produces in a

human Body; whereas if we were

to dance in a due and regular time,

we might eaſily be made ſenſible of

its good Effects. The moſt conve

nient time for this Exerciſe then, I

ſuppoſe to be at ſuch a Diſtance

from Dinner, as that thereby we

mayn't precipitate Digeſtion, and that

it ought to be intended or remitted ac

cording to the different Nature of the

Diſeaſe, Strength, and Conſtitution

of the Patient. I believe indeed, that

to dance an Hour or more at a con

venient time after every Meal, ac

cording as we find ourſelves in a Ca

pacity, wou'd be the moſt beneficial

Method in moſt Caſes; but then it

is ſo very inconſiſtent with the com

-- F Ill Oil
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mon Schemes and Opportunities of

Dancing, that I chooſe rather to

comply with the Humour of the

Age, as hearly as I can with Rea

ſon, than preſcribe ſuch a Courſe of

Aćtion, as in all Probability will 'ne

ver be put in Pračtice.

. . . In ſuch Diſorders, wherein it is

judgd neceſſary to encreaſethe Blood's

*Velocity, and promote Sweating, this

Txerciſe is to be continued for a

conſiderable Space of time without

any Intermiſſion; and immediately

after that, it will be requiſite to go

to Bed. In others again, as in the

Spleen and Melancholy, a long Con

tinuance of this Exerciſe would be

highly improper, for Reaſons afore

mentioned; in ſuch Caſes the A&tion

ought to be ſo ſhort, and the Inter

- miſſions
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miſſions ſo long, as that the Patient

be neither tir’d nor much inclin'd

to ſweat, and that thereby the pro

fuſe Diſſipation of the ſinking Fund

of Spirits be prevented: And thus by

an agreeable Succeſſion of Motion

and Reſt, we may not only guard a

gainſt the bad Effects of Dancing, but

at the ſame time contribute to the

Cure by moderately attenuating the

Blood, and promoting the Secretion

of Spirits.

As for Dancing, to Perſons in

Health, I ſhall juſt take leave to ob

ſerve, that we by no means ought

to make a Toil of our Diverſion, by

making it one continued Scene of

Aćtion, leſt we exhauſt the Spirits

and enervate the Body, but to ſweeten

and relieve the aëtive Pleaſure by

- F 2 frequent
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frequent Intervals of Refreſhment;

by which not only the bad Effects

which muſt of neceſſity be the Con

fequence of a long uninterrupted

Succeſſion of Motion will be entire

ly prevented, but the Body by ſuch

agreeable Exerciſe will gain Strength

and Vigour in its A&tions, and be

more enabled to preſerve and keep

up its OEconomy.

Let it here alſo be obſerved, that,

in order to enjoy the profitable, as

well as pleafing Effects of Dancing,

we neithcrought to begin this Ex

erciſe too ſoon after Dinner, nor to

extend it ſo far as in any meaſure

to deprive us of our wonted Reſt.

And by this Method none of thoſe

Diſorders that are conſequent on ir

regular Dancing will attend us; but

- Oll

i
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on the contrary we ſhall find that

after a Night's Repoſe the Spirits will

briskly ačtuate and invigorate the

Body, the Blood will flow on in a

full uninterrupted Courſe, and in

ſhort the whole Animal Machine

will be render'd more fit for the Ex

ccution of its various Funètions. -

gº

C H A P. IV.

of the spleen and Vapours, ºr

Hypocondriack and Hyſte

rick Affections.

- I. was the Opinion of the An

cients, that the Spleen was the

Seat of this Diſorder in Men, as

the Uterus in Women, and that

‘conſequently this Diſeaſe in the two

F 3 - Sexes
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Sexes was really and eſſentially dif.

ferent.

But this ridiculous ungrounded

Notion has long ſince been con

futed ; and tho’ Modern Writers are ,

pleas'd to continue the Uſe of theſe

improper diſtinguiſhing Names, it is

not that they ſuppoſe any eſſential

Difference, but probably in compli

ance only to ancient Cuſtom.

However, I think it undeniably

evident, if we ſtrićtly obſerve and

examine into the Riſe and Progreſs

of the Symptoms, that there is no

Difference in the eſſential Properties

of the Diſeaſe, but only in the dif

ferent Degrees of Intenſeneſs; and

therefore theſe different Denomina

tions are only imaginary Diſtinčtions,

and
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:

ſk

ſ:

ſ:

--~ *-**

and really imply but one and the

ſame Diſorder. -

It is true, we may obſerve the Fair

Sex more frequently labouring under

this Diſeaſe than the Men, and more

violently afflicted with Convulſive

Diſorders and Confuſion of the Spirits:

But this does not ſo much prove a

Diverſity in the Nature of the Diſeaſe,

as in the Conſtitution of the Body,

whereby they are inclin'd to different

Degrees of Complaints. And in what

Particular thisDifference conſiſts, may

be eaſily known; for fince a weak and

lax State of the Solids is eſſential to

this Diſorder, as is evident from the

Symptoms; and ſince in the Fair Sex,

a peculiar Weakneſs, Tenderneſs, and

Delicacy is obſervable in the Frame

and Texture of their Fibres; it may

F 4 with
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with juſt Reaſon be ſuppos'd, that

hence it is that they are more liable

to this Diſeaſe, and more ſeverely

ſuffer under a ſad Complication of
Symptoms. •

But though I grant that in this

Diſeaſe the Solids are relax'd, or let

down beneath their natural Standard;

. yet at the ſame time I only ſuppoſe *.

that to be a Conſequence of a prior -

Diſorder in the Spirits. For tho'

from the Original Formation of the

Body, there be a manifeſt Difference

in the Stability of the Fibres, yet af.

ter they are once form'd, 'tis pro

bable that all the Alterations, or

Changes of Tone they afterwards un

dergo, do principally depend upon

- this Liquid of the Nerves: Nay, CVCIl

this original Difference may be ac

- counted

r

- - - -- - - -
*

-----------------—- - -- - -- - -
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f

counted for the ſame way ; ſince ac:

cording to Malpighius's Obſervation,

the Brain and Spinal Marrow are the

Baſis of the whole Strućture in the

Embryo, from whence all the other
Parts are deriv'd. s

It would be here neceſſary, in or

der to prove what I'm about, to

give ſome Account of Nutrition ;

but for that I muſt beg the Reader to

conſult the learned Boerhaave's In

ſtitutions; in which, notwithſtanding

ſome few trifling Obječtions that have

been rais'd, he has render'd it very

probable that Nutrition entirely de

pends upon the nervous Fluid : How

ever from that notable Inſtance of

any Part loſing its nouriſhment, when

by any means the nervous Juice is

intercepted, beſides many other Rea

ſons,

--- ---------- -—
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ſons, it is evidently certain, that

without the Influence of the Spirits,

Nutrition wou'd entirely ceaſe: and

indeed no other Fluid in the Body

can be ſuppos'd to be ſo well adapted

to this uſe; as Nutrition ſeems to be

the moſt refin’d Aćtion of Nature,

and conſequently to require the moſt

perfect Animal Fluid. .

But this is not the only Depen

dance that the Solids have upon the

Spirits, for they not only nouriſh

and ſtrengthen them by appoſiting

ſome Part of their Fluid to be chang'd

into a Solid, but alſo by infinuating

into the Interſtices or Vacuities of th;

Fibres, they thereby enable them to

exert a contračtile Force, which ac

cording to the various Influx of the

Spirits may be cither intended or re

I mitted,
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mitted. Of this, our own Obſerva

tion may be a ſufficient Proof; for

in acute Caſes where the Blood and

Spirits are found to flow with an im

petuous Motion, nothing is more eaſy

to obſerve than a Hardneſs and Ten

ſity of the Fibres: on the contrary,

in a Syncope, where the Inanition

of Spirits is but too evident, we as

caſily diſcover an univerſal Flaccidity

and Relaxation; and thus, like an

Hydrometer, our Solids are brac'd

and ſcrew’d up by a plentiful Influx

, of Spirits, and let down or relax'd

by a Deficiency. -

It is now the moſt prevailingMethod

to ſolve Diſeaſes from a tenſe and lax

Fibre; and accordingly it is ſuppos'd,

that the one is the Cauſe of Chronical

Diſeaſes, as the other of acute, when

indeed

--
*
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indeeed they are properly ſpeaking the

Effects only. For were not the Solids

of our Body originally Fluids? and

are they not daily repair'd and nou

riſh’d by the Appoſition of freſh fluid

nutritious Particles? And therefore,

barring all Accidents that may any

ways indiſpoſe the Solids from re

ceiving this Supply, a Default in the

Fluids muſt of neceſſity antecede

that of the Solids. Moreover, I have

before ſhewn the Power of the Spi

rits in elevating and depreſſing the

Motions of the Fibres, according to

their Degree of Influx; and there

fore as their Tone is thus doubly de

pendant on the nervous Juice, there

is no way left, whereby in the Or.

der of Nature they can ſuffera Change,

but by means of the Spirits.

What
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What Part of our Machine then

is firſt ſet a going, is evidents for in

organiz'd Bodies we plainly diſcover

that the Motion of the Muſcles is

only a Conſequence of the Motion

of the Spirits, and that they, as not

having the Power of Self-Motion,

muſt be firſt ačtuated by an immaterial

Principle withinus. If then the Soul

thus immediately ačts upon the Spi

rits in perfect Bodies, the ſame, ac

cording to the Uniformity with which

Nature always ačts, ought to be grant

ed in its firſt Rudiments ; and tho’

the Punčum Saliens be the firſt diſ.

coverable Motion in the Embryo, it

is impoſſible in Nature, that that

Motion could be perform'd without

the Influence of a prior Motion of

the Spirits, or ſome other Fluid like

it: Therefore the Animal Spirits, or

Nervous
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Nervous Fluid are the firſt Parts of

Matter that are aduated by the Soul,

and by which all the other Parts of

the Machine are put in motion.

The Soul then ačts immediately

upon the Spirits, but upon the Solids

only mediately by the Spirits ; the

Solids in their turn immediately give

Motion to the Blood, and upon this

Motion in organiz'd Bodies does the

Secretion of Spirits depend: and thus

by a reciprocal Aétion of one Part

of Matter upon another, the Ani

mal Machinelis enabled to continue

its Motion. Andſonicely has the wiſe

Creator of all things adjuſted Matter

and Motion, and implanted ſo cxqui

fite a Harmony between them, that

whatſoever affects the one,muſt ofne

ceſſity in ſome meaſure influence and

affect the other. - But
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But I fear I have now digreſs'd ;

however I hope that what I ſhall now

lay down will, from what has been

premis'd, more evidently appear.

The Eſſence then of this Diſeaſe

I ſuppoſe to conſiſt in a defečtive

Secretion of Spirits, and that as the

Inanition in the Nerves is more or

leſs, ſo accordingly is the Diſeaſe

more or leſs intenſe; and tho' Perſons

whoſe Solids are originally weak, be

vaſtly more liable to this Diſorder,

than thoſe who enjoy a ſtronger

Texture of Fibres; 'tis no otherwiſe,

than that as their contračtile Force is

leſs, ſo they are more eaſily relax'd

or let down by any deficiency in the

Spirits that may happen.

- In
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In order to prove what I've laid

down, I ſhall now with the utmoſt

Brevity and Perſpicuity give as rà-'

tional an Account as I am able of

all the moſt remarkable Symptoms

‘that happen, without confining my

- ſelf to the ſtrićt Obſervance of Me

thod, in deſcribing their Riſe and

Progreſs.
- -

The Stomach then, as it is a prin

cipal Sufferer, deſerves our firſt Re

-- gard ; and ſo great have the Com

plaints in this Organ been, as to make

- ſome believe it to be the Seat of

theſe Diſorders: but as there are In

ſtances enough of the Stomach's not

being at all affected, while the other

Symptoms have ragd with unbound

ed Fury; ſo we may ſuppoſe that

thoſe crude Indigeſtions and windy
w

|

|

|

Vapours
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Vapours colleåed there are not the

Cauſe of the Diſeaſe; but the Effed;

elſe no one cou’d be afflićted with

the Spleen and Vapours without this

Diſorder in the Stomach, which is

contrary to Experience. -

But when the Stomach is affeded,

as it generally is, the Complaint be

gins for the moſt part ſome Hours

after Meals; for then the Food being

imperfeółly turn'd to Chyle, the Cru

dities and undigeſted Leavings turn

four, putrefy, and ferment, whereby

theſe windy Effluvia are thrown off;

which by ſtruggling for Vent, like

Vapours impriſon'd in a Cavern, do

by violently diſtending, and at the

ſame time vellicating the Stomach,

occaſion there moſt acute Pains. And

whence do theſe Crudities proceed,

- G but
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but from the digeſtive Faculty im:

pair'd And, does not that Faculty

principally conſiſt in the Frićtion of

the Stomach?... clſe why is that part

of the Food that touches the Sto

mach more Chylous than the reſt?

Is it not owing to its being more

expos'd to its Frićtion? Or why, when

the Spirits are low, do we perceive a

Remiſſion of the Appetite and Di

geſtion : Is it, not owing to a Dimi

nution of the contraćtile Force of

the Stomach through the Defed of

Spirits? But the Truth of this the

learned Dr. Titcairn, Hecquet, and

others, have ſo plainly prov'd, that

there is no Neceſſity for advancing

any thing more on that Head. It

follows then, that theſe Diſorders ariſe

from a Relaxation of theTone of the

Stomach, as that from a Deficiency

- 1ſli
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in the Spirits. And this Relaxation

is hence alſo more evident; for had

the Fibres a due Degree of Tenſity,

the contain'd Vapours could not ſo

violently diffend them, but on the

contrary, their elaſtick Force being

abated, and their Reſiſtance thereby

not being equal to the Force with

which the Vapours are expanded, the

Stomach neceſſarily ſuffers under this

grievous Diſtenſion, till by a Rarefac

tion of the Vapours, or ſome Effort of

the Stomach to reſtore its Tone, they

are expell'd in loud Erudations. *

Theſe impriſon'd Vapours, when

they deſcend into the Inteſtines, occa

fion nearly the ſame Uproar and Con

fuſion; but the Complaints, and mur

muring Noiſe are vaſtly more various,

as the Wind has a longer Channel to

G 2 paſs
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paſs through, more intricate in its

| Windings, and more unequal in its

| Capacities: However, till Nature can
| || 3. º, - - -

| 'i

|

relieve herſelf by driving the offenſive

| Vapours quâ data porta eff, ſhe e

qually ſuffers under the Violence of

the ſame excruciating Pain.

The next Symptom to be con

| fider'd is that ſeeming Aſcent of a

|

Globe from the Abdomen into the

Throat, which ſometimes puts the

Patient in fear of being ſuffocated.

It is an Axiom, that Convulſive Mo

| *. tions are either the Effects of Re

- | pletion, or Inanition; and therefore,

- if according to the modern way we

ſuppoſe this Phanomenon to ariſe

. . . ." from a Conſtričtion of the OEſopha

| gus and Pharynx; as a Defect oft t - - e - - - -

º Spirits is ſo very evident during this

- - - Complaint,3

-

- *
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Complaint, ſo we may reaſonably

ſuppoſe that the Cauſe of this Con

vulſion is an Inanition. But how this

ſuffocating Graſp or Conſtriótion of

the Throat; which can only happen

by the A&tion of the annular Or

der of Fibres, and of the Muſcles

that contraćt the Capacity of the

Pharynx; how, I ſay, this can give

us the Perception of a Globe aſcend

ing, I can by no means conceive :

on the contrary, according to the

Order of the Fibres, it ſhould rather

ſeem deſcending. Again, if we ſup

poſe the Gullet to be thus contraćt- -

ed, it would be vaſtly difficult either

to eat or drink; but on the contra

ry, Solids as well as Fluids readily

find Admittance, and ſo far from

creating any Uneaſineſs, as that by

giving Vent to the included Vapours

G. 3 the
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the Symptom is very much allevi.

ated. That the Muſcles of the Pha

rynx may thus be convuls'd, and

that alſo, as frequently happens, a

Convulſion of the Larynx may by

denying a free Paſſage for the Air,

occaſion a Symptomatical Quinſy,

is what I don't deny : All that I

ſuppoſe is, that whenever we perceive

the Aſcent of a Globe, or ſomething

riſing in the Throat, we may there

juſtly ſuſpett the Aſcent of thoſe

windy Effluvia from the Stomach,

And in ſuppoſing this, I don't ſee

any Abſurdity; for we plainly find

that the Stomach may be violently

diffended by the Expanſion of Va

pours, exhaling from Crudities and In

digeſtions; where then is the Diff

culty in ſuppoſing the OEſophagus

to be affected in the ſame manner,

- ſince
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ſince they are of a Subſtance ſo ve

ry much alike, as to ſeem to be but

a Continuation or Expanſion of each

other The Windineſs of the Sto

- 2 - : -

mach at ſuch times ſeems to be an

Argument for this Opinion, as alſo

the great Relief that is found by E

rućtations. Now the Vapours ex

pell'd that way are not only rarefy'd

to a certain degree, but are alſo ačted

upon by a Motion of the Stomach,

by which Quantity of Motion im

preſs'd, they are enabled to force a

Paſſage through the Pharynx: But the

Vapours that thus dilate the OEſo

phagus are neither rarefy'd to that

degree, nor are expell'd by the Con

tračtion of the Stomach; but gently

gliding into the Throat through the

upper Orifice of the Stomach, (which

we muſt ſuppoſe to be very much

G 4 relax'd,
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relax'd, to ſuffer them thus to eſcape)

they there expand, and cauſe ſo great

a Diſtenſion, as not only to put the .

Patient in fear of being choak'd, but

ſometimes alſo of being ſtrangled by

the Preſſure of the OEſophagus upon

the Larynx; till by a ſeaſonable Eruc

tation, or by the A&tion of Degluti

tion, the impriſon'd Vapours have

room to eſcape.

The Difficulty of Breathing, that

attends this Diſeaſe, may be either

ſuppos'd to be a Conſequence of the

former, (viz.) that the Stomach by

being diſtended preſſes upon the Dia

phragm, as that upon the Lungs; Of

elſe, that through a Deficiency of

Spirits, the Pedoral Muſcles are diſ.

abled from dilating the Cavity of the

Thorax ſufficient enough to give

: TOOII?

"a wº -
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room for the Blood to circulate free

f

iy through the Lungs.

The next Symptom that occurs, is

a Trembling of the Heart; but for

this it may be ſuppos'd, that the Spi

rits flow in ſo ſmall a Quantity, as

to be able only to produce a faint

tonick Motion, anſwering to that

Shaking we find in People afflićted

with the Palſy.

A Palpitation of the Heart is what

frequently happens, but this, as an

Exception to the general Rule, ſeems

to be a Symptom only to be ſolv’d

by a Repletion; ſince here the Heart

is evidently contračted with greater

Force than ordinary, and ſince that

Contraćtion (per Prop. II) riſes in

proportion to the Quantity of the

Spirits.
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Spirits, But nevertheleſs I cannot but

think, that in this Diſeaſe it ought

to be attributed to an Effort of Na

ture, rather than to a real Encreaſe of

Spirits, becauſe we find by Experi

ments that the Heart will ſtrongly

palpitate, tho' the Courſe of the Spi,

rits be intercepted ; and becauſe in

this Diſorder, the Spirits are in ſuch

a languiſhing State, as that we can

hardly imagine them to flow thither

in a tumultuous Hurry. .

The moſt common Cauſes here of

this Complaint, are cither Paſſions

of the Mind, ſuch as ſudden Frights,

&c. or a Lentor of the Blood, eſpe

cially when by any means its mo

tion is encreas'd, where.bythe Heart is

£o loaded with Viſcidities, and Co

beſions, (which arc not only diffi.

cult
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cult to be expell'd, but are alſo apt

to recoil) as that, to carry on the

Circulation, it is under an ačtual Ne

ceſſity of exerting its full Power in

freeing itſelf from the oppreſſive

Weight. And this we prove from

the Experiment of Dr. Lower, upon

a Maſtiff, (pag. 84. de motu cordis.)

We may alſo obſerve, in thoſe Diſ.

caſes where the Blood is found to

be of a viſcid Texture, as in a Chlo

roſis, Cachexy, and Rheumatiſm, that

there a Palpitation is a very common

Complaint.

However, not to inſiſt too much

upon the Force of theſe Arguments,

let us ſuppoſe the Palpitation of the

Heart to be a Conſequence only of

an inordinate Influx of Spirits *

to its muſcular Fibres: But KVS"º:
tºll.S
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this fingle Inſtance of an irregular |

Flight of Spirits into the Heart, (to

which, as in a high Road, they con

ſtantly tend without the Determina.

tion of the Will, and which has no

Antagoniſt Muſcle to counter-balance

it) can never be thought a ſufficient

Reaſon for defining a tumultuous

Hurry of the Spirits, as the Cauſe

of this Diſeaſe, when during the Sc.

verity of this Symptom, a Deficiency

of the Spirits is but to evident. And

that thus an unequal Secretion of a

ſmall Quantity of Spirits may put on

the appearance of a Repletion in

ſome Portions of the Nerves, when

the moſt general Cauſe is an Inani

tion, is not difficult to conceive :

fince Scoretions of the Spirits are ſo

frequently irregular, as is evident from

convulſive Motions: for be the Cauſe

- - what

º
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what it will, the Quantity of Spirits

deriv'd into the two Antagoniſts muſt

be unequal, to deſtroy the AEquili

brium, or elſe it's impoſſible that a

Convulſion ſhou'd happen.

. The Incubus, Or Night-Mare, does

frequently attack Perſons labouring

under this Diſeaſe, who are not only

naturally inclin'd to it, but alſo ren

der themſelves more liable to the In

vaſion, by lying low with their Head,

and ſleeping in a ſupine Poſture, by

which, as Dr. Lower has ſhewn,

(pag. IoS.) the Medulla Oblongata

is compreſs'd, and the Courſe of the

Spirits by that means, intercepted;

whence the Difficulty of Breathing,

Trembling of the Heart, and Inability

to move the Body, and Oppreſſion

of the Praecordia by a ſcening in

cumbent
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cumbent Weight of a ſort of Hob.

goblin, which they are not able to

ſhake off; and in this Poſture they

ſlie for ſome time, till after ma

ny ſtrivings and heavings they a

wake, and the imaginary Spectre va

niſhes.

But inſtead of this more frequent.

ly happens, what may properly e

nough be term'd a Species of it, as

it chiefly happens to thoſe who ha

bituate themſelves to this Poſture in

ſleeping, and as here alſo the Courſ:

of the Spirits is intercepted ; and in
2

this Affection, ſoon after they are

compos'd to reſt, they are troubled

with horrid Dreams, by which they

awake in a moſt dreadful Fright, they

feel a Trembling and Oppreſſion of

the Heart, a Dejećtion of Spirits, and

- atC
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are under the Apprehenſions ofimme

diate Death. -

From a Deficiency in the Spirits

alſo the vertiginous Swimmings, dan

cing of Motes before the Eyes, Dim

neſs and tranſient Suſpenſion of Sight,

Smelling, Hearing, and Taſting vi

tiated, may be eaſily accounted for;

but to treat of each diſtinétly, would

be too tedious. -

And this Defeót is even evident in

their Countenance, their Dulneſs,

Drowſineſs, Melancholy, and De

ſpair, their Affection to Solitude

and Retirement, and Averſion to

Mirth, Gayety, and Good Humour.

their Sighs and Groans, their Doubts,

Jealouſies and Fcars, and Apprehen

fions of imaginary Dangers, which

- With

º|
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with all their other ſtrange, odd, in

conſiſtent,deſpondingNotions are ſuf. -

ficient Indications of this Diſorder in

the Spirits. tº

But the Faintings and Swoonings

put it out of all doubts for who

is it, unleſs his Reaſon is blinded,

or is prejudic’d in Opinion, that can

ſee a Perſon languiſh and fall down,

and deny that the Cauſe is owing to

a Defećt of Spirits, by which the

Muſcles are not in a Capacity of ſuſ.

taining the Body ? or who can attri

bute the Defeat of the Pulſe to any

thing but the ſame Deficiency? For

is not the Pulſe or Diaſtole of the

Artery owing to the Syſtole or Con

tračtion of the Heart? And does not

that depend upon the Influx of the

Spirits? What then in this Caſe can

º be
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be more evident, more agreeable to .

Reaſon and Experience than an Ina

nition of Spirits :

The cold Sweats attending do al

ſo demonſtrate the ſame thing; for

whence could ſuch Drops proceed,

but from a Relaxation of the Fibres

And whence that Relaxation, but

from a Deficiency of Spirits? What

ſoever paſſes away in Perſpiration is

merely by Impuſe, but here the Blood

is ſuppos'd to have little or no Mo

tion, ſo that the Impulſe in a mea

ſure ceaſes, and therefore the Cauſe

of this can only be the unnatural

Wideneſs of the Cutaneous Pores.

- The ſame Deſca is to be ſuppos'd

in the Salival Glands, whenever this

H Diſeaſe |
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Diſeaſe is attended with a Sympto:

matical Salivation. *

The ſame Relaxation is to be ob

ſerv'd alſo, if we deſcend ſo low as

to examine into their Urine, which

is found to flow in a profuſe Quan

tity, pale and inſipid, reſembling

that of a Diabetes, which can only

depend upon the Relaxation of the

Glands, as that upon the Defect of

a ſufficient Supply of Spirits.

As an Objećtion to theſe Argu

ments for an Inanition, I know it

may be alledgä, that ſometimes in

the firſt Attack of the Fit, the Limbs

are diſtraćted with furious Agitations

and convulſive Motions. To this I

anſwer, that Convulſions may be

ſolv’d either from Repletion or Inani

- - - tion,
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* tion, and therefore as the generality

of the Symptoms have been account

cd for from the latter Cauſe, with

the ſame Uniformity of Reaſon we

may here alſo ſuppoſe that the real

Cauſe of theſe Diſtraćtile Motions is

an Inanition: And tho' from the

Force or Quantity of Motion excrted

an inordinate Influx and Motion of

the Spirits be ſuſpečted, yet if we

may bc allow'd to reaſon by Analo

gy, the contrary will appear . Very

probable: For in an Epileptick Fif,

where the Body plainly falls through

a Defcét of Spirits, what violent

Spaſms, and convulſive Diſtortions of

the Limbs may be obſerv'd? But in

this Diſeaſe the Spirits were never

ſuppos'd to flow in an inordinate

Quantity, but on thc contrary, to

be almoſt totally intercepted.

- - H 2. Again,
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Again, in Animals whoſe Heads

have ſuddenly been ſeparated from

their Bodies, by which the Influx of

Spirits is entirely prevented, the ſame

Strugglings for Life, the ſame Con

vulſions and Agitations may be ob.

ſerv'd : The Deficiency then is too

plain, and the Force or Quantity of .

Motion exerted can only be attri

buted to an Effort of Nature or the

joint Concurrence of the Rarefaction

of the remaining Spirits, and of the

elaſtick Force and Spring of the Fibres.

And thus in this Diſeaſe we may

ſuppoſe that Nature finding a ſudden

Defečt of Spirits impending, and that

conſequently the Motion of the Ma

chine will immediately ceaſe, ſhe
- * , e - -

exerts her utmoſt Power in preſerving

. . . . . - - its
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its Movement. And the Spirits of

thoſe that are ſo affected being per

haps of a more ſubtile and volatile

Nature than ordinary, and more

adapted to ačt vigorouſly upon the

Solids, take the Alarm, and in en

deavouring to reduce the Diſorder,

produce theſe irregular diſtraćtileMo

tions ; but being unable to take away

the Inanition, they immediately fall

into a Syncope. But this does not

ſo frequently happen, and for the

moſt part they languiſh into a Swoon

with all the Eaſineſs imaginable. ,

To give an exact Account of the

different ways of the Approach of the

Fit, wou'd be too difficult a Task, ſince

cven in the ſame Perſon they appear

in ſo many different Shapes. Some

only faint away, and ſome are af

- H 3 fečted
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feated with a Syncope at the firſt At.

tack, and others fall to the Earth

with great Violence and furious 'A-

gitations of the Limbs; ſome laugh

and cry alternately, graſp their Hands,

roll their Eyes, fix their Tecth, &c.

I ſhall therefore not pretend to offer

any thing concluſive on that Head,

but paſs on to the next Objection.

Which is, that Hyſterick Perſons

do frequently after ſwooning diſ.

cover ſome degree of Phrenſy in

doing ſome odd out-of-the-way Ac

tion, which their Fancy urges them

to: But for this we may ſuppoſe

that the Spirits which have ſo lately

teen confus'd and diffipated can't at

preſent be brought into their former

regular Order, whence from their

Hurry and Confuſion theſe incon

- - ſiſtent
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fiſtent Notions are form'd in the

Mind, which prompt them to thoſe

Extravagancies; and then it will not

be at all difficult to conceive how a

due moderate Quantity of Spirits im

mediately ſucceeding an Inanition,

may caſily put on the Form of a

Repletion. -

The next ſeeming Objećtion is

that obſtinate Wakefulneſs, which

ſometimes happens inſtead of Drow

fineſs. But in this Caſe it can only

be attributed to a Deficiency of Spi

rits, and in ſuppoſing this, I can ſee

no Abſurdity; for Sleep does not ſo

much conſiſt in their Defečt, as in

their regular and gentle Reflux and

eaſy Senſation of the Nerves; but

this Defect may probably be an

uneaſy Senſation, and the Secretion

H 4 of
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of that ſmall Stock of Spirits may

be ſo irregular and confus'd, as to

affed the Mind with the ſame Diſ.

order, and keep the Imagination at

tentive to whatever Ideas are thus

repreſented to its View ; and this

Deficiency is alſo prov’d from the

great Relief that has been found by

the Uſe of ſuch Medicines whoſe

known Virtues conſiſt in rouſing and

cnlivening the Spirits. Some again,

when they can't deny a Deſcă of

Spirits, will pretend to ſay, that that

was only a Conſequence of the pre

ceding Orgaſms and this Notion is

grounded upon the furious Agitations

of the Limbs. But how this may

be owing to a Deficiency, I have be

fore ſhewn. However it's far from

being cſſential to this Diſeaſe; be

cauſe we find that thoſe violent di

ſtraćtilc
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ſtraćtile Motions don't always make

the firſt Attack, but more frequently

a gentle eaſy Languiſhing. Again,

Medicines that rouze and invigorate

the Spirits, are ſucceſsfully given

both in and out of the Fit, which

if the Fury of the Spirits was the

Cauſe, they wou'd inevitably diſ.

poſe the Body to a continual Suc

ceſſion of Fits; but the contrary is

found.

There are two particular Diſor

ders which from a ſeeming Con

gruity are commonly call'd Hyſte

rical, but are really owing to a dif

ferent Cauſe, and therefore ought to

be ſuppos'd a diſtinčº Affection. The

firſt is, when by inordinate Sallies of

the Spirits, the whole Nervous Syſtem

is drawn into Diſorder, in which they

€VCil
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betraya Speciesof Madneſs, and which

ſometimes degenerates into a perfeó.

JMania. This Furor, as I may ſo

call it, may be owing to a bilious

Conſtitution, a Life too indulgent,

the Courſe of Nature perverted, &c.

as alſo to Paſſions of the Mind, ſuch

as a fix’d and violent Amour, Anger,

Revenge, &c. And therefore to al

lay this Diſorder, a Method quite

contrary to that in the Spleen and

Vapours is to be taken, ſuch as plen

tiful Bleeding, a low and cooling

Diet, and whatſoever being the Re

verſe of Cordial can contribute to

appeaſe this furious Orgaſm of the

Spirits: but this is a Caſe very rare.

The other is the Hyſterick Cholick,

a Name firſt brought upon the Stage

by Dr. Sydenham, tho' according to

- - his
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his Deſcription of it, it ought rather

to be term'd as a Species of the Bi

lioſº, but now ſo generally apply'd

to the Fair Sex, that we ſhall ſcarce

ever hear mention made of the other.

I have before ſhewn the ſad Con

{equences of the Spleen and Va

pours in the Stomach and Inteſtines,

and therefore that Symptom with

‘more Propriety may be call'd the

Hyſterick Cholick in the one Sex, as

Hypochondriack in the other ; the

Pathognomonick Signs of which have

been there deſcrib'd, and may alſo

be diſtinguiſh’d by the Urine, which

is limpid. But this ſuppos'd Cholick

appears in a quite different Shape,

and ſeems to be chiefly owing to the

Bile or Choler. For whether the Bile

is pour'd forth in an inordinate mea

ſure
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ſure into the Stomach and Inteſtines

by Commotions of the Mind, or by

the Periſtaltick Motion of the In.

teſtines clevated above the Standard

of Nature, or by whatever other Ac.

cident : 'tis evident from the Bilioſ,

Vomitings, that the Bile is the prin

cipal Cauſe of all theſe Complaints;

Which by its Acrimonyvellicating and

ſtimulating the Nervous Fibres, oc.

caſions thoſe Spaſmodick Contrac

tions: and this Acrimony is ſtill

more plainly to be perceiv'd by the

Convulſive Twitches it occaſions du

ring the A&tion of Vomiting. Again,

when, through the great Violence

of the Diſeaſe, the Contračtion of

the Inteſtines is grown ſo exceſſive as

in a meaſure to cloſe up the Tučius

Cholidochus, whereby the Bile cannot

be ſecreted as before, it is obſerv'd

that
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that the Cholick ceaſes, and gives

place to the Jaundice. This is what

Sydenham himſelf allows, which I

think ſufficient enough to prove that

the main Cauſe of all this Diſorder,

and the different Degrees of it, con

... fiſt either in the Quantity or Quality

of the Bile preſs'd out from its Ex

cretory Dućt.

After all, it is much to be que

ſtion'd, whether many Fits which

are commonly call'd Hyſterical, are

not rather a Species of the Epilepſy,

or St. Vitus's Dance; but I ſhall not

now enter into an Argument on

that Head, but only in general define

that
Hypochondriack and Hyſterick

Fits, ſtriály and properly ſo call’d,

are only a Conſequence of the Spleen

and Vapours, and conſiſt in a high

-

Degree
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Degree of that Diſeaſº; and either

happen in the ordinary Courſe of

Nature, or are brought on by Fear

or any ſudden Surprize, ſuch as the

howling of a Dog, clapping of a

Door, bad News, &c. -

It remains now only to conſider'

what is requiſite in order to compleat

a Cure. To begin with Bleeding;

it is but ſeldom indicated, and then

only when the Patient is of a Bilioſé

Conſtitution, or there are manifeſt

Signs of a Plethora, or ſome parti

cular Convulſion requires it; other

wiſe this Evacuation wou'd only di

miniſh the Quantity of Spirits, and

the contraćtile Force of the Solids,

already too much relax'd, wou'd

thereby be more weaken'd and im.

pair’d; and therefore it requires the

- niceſt
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niceſt Skill imaginable to know where

and when to admit ſo important an

Operation.

The Effects of Vomiting are not

ſo precarious, it being of ſervice in

moſt Caſes, whether the Stomach be

affected or not ; for by this artificial

way of Contraćtion not only the

Tone of the Stomach is reſtor'd, but

it alſo prepares the way for the bet

ter Operation of other Medicines;

and by the violent Concuſſions it

makes, reſolves Obſtructions in the

Parts adjacent; and ſo ſhakes the . .

whole Fabrick, as of neceſſity, by

the Application of a greater Momcm

tum, to accelerate the Motion of the

Fluids, and diſſolve its Coheſions.

Sometimes, indeed, when the Sto

mach is perfeótly eaſy, it may be

.
omitted,
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omitted, and ſometimes it really

ought to be ſo, when any particular

Indiſpoſition, or Strućture of the Bo

dy contra-indicates; of which it is

º the peculiar Office of the Phyſician

to judge, and in ſuch a Caſe to en

deavour to procure the Benefit by

another way.

Purging Medicines, though gene.

nerally thought neceſſary in this Diſ.

eaſe, are nevertheleſs ſometimes of

bad Conſequence, and by no means

to be allow'd. And where Purging

too is thought neceſſary, we ought

to take care to adapt 'em to the

particular Conſtitution of the Patient.

In cold Phlegmatick Conſtitutions,

ſuch Catharticks are only to be ad

miniſtred, that are of a warm, ſub

tile, attenuating Nature, inclin'd to

aćt
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aćt with vigour upon the Solids and

Fluids, and elevate their depreſs'd

Motions: On the contrary, in Bilioſe

Conſtitutions, gentle cooling Purges

are the moſt proper and convenient

Medicines; and thus always theTem

perament of the Body is firſt to be

inquir'd into, and then the curative

Indication naturally follows: How

ever, in all Caſes as the Motions are

here depreſs'd beneath the Standard of

Nature, we ought to be very cautious

in the Uſe of Evacuation; left weim

poveriſh the Blood, and weaken the

contračtile Force of the Fibres, and

by that means aggravate the Diſor

der.
- -

Thus much being ſaid concern

ing the Uſe of Evacuation, the

I Uſe

*
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Uſe of alterative Medicines is next to

be conſider'd, and firſt in order ſuch

as are only Palliatives, and not di

rečtly levell'd at the Cauſe.

Opium for this End is reckond

the moſt ſovereign Medicine in the

whole Republick of Phyſick ; by

what means it operates, the inge

nious Dr. Mead has given us a very

fair Account; wherein he ſhews that

its Narcotick and other palliating

Virtues conſiſt chiefly in being di.

rectly oppoſite to the Nature of a

Stimulus, (i.e.) in titillating or giv.

ing a pleaſing and raviſhing Senſation

to the Nervous Fibres, and thereby

cauſing the Spirits to flow back in

gentle Undulations. Therefore in

acute Pains, convulſive Coughs, and

1ſ?
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. Hurry of the Spirits, nothing could

in an obſtinate Wakefulneſs that ſo

frcquently attend this Diſeaſe, Re

courſe cannot be had to a more ſpec

dy Remedy; but this is far from con

tributing to the Cure of the Diſeaſe,

by reaſon it relaxes the Fibres ſtill

more : And tho' great Relief be

found, and we may ſeem by Sleep

to be refreſh'd and recruited with a

freſh Stock of Spirits; ſtill we ought

to be very ſparing in its Uſe, left by

too much cndeavouring to alleviate

the preſent Pain, wc lay a Founda

tion for the future. . . .

- -

-

-

--

Some Authors have been very ex

travagant in the Praiſe of this Drug;

and indecd, if this Diſcaſe was owing,

as they ſuppos'd, to a tumultuous

I 2 bc
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be more adapted to allay their Fury,

or more direétly obviate the Symp

toms ; but the contrary has been

prov'd, and therefore Opium, duly

conſider'd, is not in this Diſeaſe a

Medicine of that vaſt Uſe and Ser

vice, as is commonly ſuppos'd, but on

the contrary, by a frequent Indul

gence in the Uſe of it, its Effects.

have been very pernicious. Teſta

ceous Medicines are always found to

be of fingular ſervice in relieving the

Diſorders of the Stomach, occaſion'd

by the acid Juices there colleåed,

‘and furniſhing Matter for thoſe windy

offenſive Vapours, which not only

vellicate and diſtend the Stomach,

but there alſo occaſion moſt acute

Cardialgys, Hiccoughs, and Reachings

to vomit. Theſe Abſorbents there

fore,

2.
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fore, by their contrary Propertics,

ſwcetening the acid auſtere Indige

ſtions, do not only alleviate the Pre

ſent Complaint, but alſo in ſome

meaſure prevent the future.

I come now to the Conſideration

of ſuch Medicines as art directly le

vell'd at the Cure, viz. ſuch as have

a Power of attenuating the Blood,

Vivacity to the Animal

»racing and ſcrewing

The two firſt

imparting

Spirits, and in bra

up the relax'd Fibres.

Intentions are more particularly an

ſwerd by Preparations of Steel, which

according to Dr. Frien”, de remedio

rum viriºus, (p. 373) * only at

tenuates the Blood, as is evident from

Experiments, and its Effects in the Bo:

dy, but alſo ſºms to bear a near Rºlº
I 3 tion
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tion to, and to be eaſily converted into

Spirits, as is manifeſt fromthe Encreaſe

of the Pulſe. The laſt Intention, viz.

That of reſtoring the Tone of the So

lids, is beſt anſwer'd by the Uſe of

Cortex Peruvianus, which in many

Inſtances does plainly enough diſcover

a moſt tranſcending Power in bracing

and contraćting the Fibres; not but

that Steel ſtrengthens the Solids, as -

well as the Cortex attenuates the

Blood; but only as in producing theſe

Effects they reciprocally out-ſhine

one another, ſo by way of emi

nence we may attribute to each its

peculiar Property aforementioned.

However, in my Opinion, we necd

lot much doubt of Succeſs, if the good

Effects of the foregoing be but wiſe

ly promoted by the Addition, and nice

Con
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Conjunétion of Aromaticks and Ner

Vous Medicines. • * *

I might here fill up two or three

Pages with Preſcriptions, but this, I

think, would be impertinent, it being

much better to leave that Part to the

Judgment of the Phyſician; who may

with the more Nicety and Exačtneſs.

“adjuſt the Forms and Dozes of Medi

cines to the particular Conſtitution of

the Patient.

In order to compleat a Cure, it is

neceſſary that the Patient as ſoon as

he is a little recover'd, go through a

Courſe of Chalybeat Waters, which

are not to be drunk at random, as a

thing indifferent, but muſt be regu

lated according to the Difference of

the Conſtitution.

I 4
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I ſhould now, according to Method,

treat diſtinétly of the Non-naturals;

but at preſent I ſhall only take notice

of the two laſt, viz. Motion and Reſt;

and Paſſions of the Mind.

The Conſideration of Exerciſe ma

turally falls under the firſt of theſe,

but for the Regulation of this no

certain Standard can be cſtabliſh'd.

It cannot but be allow'd to be of

great Benefit in reſtoring the con

tračtile Force of the Solids, and at

tenuating Coheſions of the Fluids;

but nevertheleſs if that Motion be

too long continued, it only crpends

too great a Quantity of Spirits ; and

weakens and impairs the Spring of

the Fibres; and therefore ought to

be intended or remitted according

tC)
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to the Strength and Conſtitution of

the Patient. But of all Exerciſes

whatever, Dancing to a well-play'd

Confort ſeems to be the moſt bene

ficial, for it does not only elevate

the depreſs'd Motions of the Solids

and Fluids, barely by the Application

of Motion; but at the ſame time is

aſſiſted by the mighty Power and E.

nergy of Mufick: For as the Harmony

of Sounds, by means of the Organ

of Hearing, communicate
s a ſovereign

Pleaſure to the Intelle&tual Princi

ple, and fills the Mind with gay

enlivening Ideas, ſo by Sympathy it

tranſmits its delightful Influences to

the Body, adds new Life and Wi

gour to the whole Machine, and

raiſes Scnſation and Motion to their

utmoſt Degree of Perfeótion.

* ,

. The
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The moſt prevailing Paſſions of

the Mind in this Diſeaſe are ſuch as

are the common Attendants of a

Deficiency of Spirits ; and therefore

in order to aſſiſt the Mind in over

. coming thoſe gloomy deſpairing Ideas

that clog and depreſs the Exerciſe of

its Faculties, it is neceſſary that we

ſtrive to relieve our anxious Thoughts,

by ſoliciting our Senſes with delight

ful Objećts, and entertaining our

ſelves with ſuch Diverſions, as by

being agreeable to our particular

Humour, are moſt adapted to raiſe

and excite in the Mind a pleaſing

Senſation, and cauſe a joyful Sc

renity.

We find that Diverſions in diffe

rent Perſons differ in their degrees

of
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and taſteleſs.

of pleaſing, ſome being extremely

fond of what to another is inſipid

In this Caſe therefore

we are to judge for ourſelves; and

whatever Diverſion we find to be

moſt grateful to our Senſes, and by

that means moſt adapted to raiſe

and elevate the dejećted Ideas of the

Soul, we are to prefer to all others,

provided it does not any ways tend

to indiſpoſe and diſturb the Animal

OEconomy.

I ſhall not deſcend into Particut

lars, but only in general recommend

Singing, and Muſick; the good Ef.

feas of which I have before ſhºwn

in their proper Place, to which I

refer the Reader. .

And



And thus, as briefly as poſſible, I

have conſidered the Nature, Cauſe,

and Cure of what in ſtrićt Propriety

may be call'd the Spleen and Va

pours; and hope I have ſufficiently

made it appear, that, whatever be

the remote or original Cauſe, whe

ther Paſſions of the Mind, prece

ding Diſeaſes, Change of Diet, &c.

this Diſorder may be accounted for

from a defeative Secretion of Spirits,

and a Relaxation of the Tone of

the Fibres as its immediate Cauſe:

And notwithſtanding we now and

then diſcover ſome few irregular

Flights of the Spirits, it is cvident

from the generality of the Symp

toms, and the common Operation of

Medicines, that at moſt they can bc

term'd
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"term'd no otherwiſe than an irregu

lar Deficiency.

It may now perhaps be thought

neceſſary to induire into the Reaſons

of the Melancholy and Madneſs, that

are ſo often the ſad Conſequences

of this Diſeaſe improv’d in different

Conſtitutions: But as that was ne

ver my Deſign, I ſhall forbear to of

fer any thing on that Head, and here

take leave to conclude.

F I N I S.

--
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